AAU Highlights 2023
Year of Sustainability

AAU is ranked among the top 620 (Worldwide) according to “QS World University Rankings” 2024.

AAU is ranked 5th in UAE in “QS Rankings” by Subject “Social Sciences & Management”.

AAU is ranked 14th in the Arab world according to “Times Higher Education” 2023.

AAU is ranked 5th in UAE and 228th in Asia by “QS Ranking for Sustainability” 2024.

An MOU with “Staﬀordshire University” in the fields of research and Artificial Intelligence.

Pharmacy Students won Seven Awards at “DUPHAT 2023”.

AAU is ranked among the Top 200 (Worldwide) based on (THE) IMPACT RANKINGS 2023.

MOUs with 4 companies in Engineering and Technology fields.

AAU team won the first place globally in the Information Technology Challenge for People with Disabilities.

The College of Education receives the “Frank Murray” Leadership Recognition 2023.

Under the patronage of HE Nahyan bin Mubarak Al Ain University celebrates the graduation of the Sustainability Batch.

The British Council ranks Al Ain University as the “Best accredited center for IELTS exams”.

AAU organized the Engineering Sustainability Forum under the theme “Today for Tomorrow”.

More than 150 researchers hosted by AAU at the “First International Conference on Pharmacy and Biomedical Sciences”.

A Distinctive participation at COP28.
UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS

AAU Celebrates the 52nd UAE National Day

Graduation Ceremony of the 17th Batch

Annual Ramadan Iftar (Al Ain Campus)

Annual Ramadan Iftar (Abu Dhabi Campus)
We wish you a very happy New Year.